MCCC - Security Incident

Date: 24 Jan 2017
Time: 05:00 PM
Reporting Officer: whuff

Subject: Accident
Location: MCCC Parking Lot 7
Witness:
Victim: Unknown
Complainant:
Suspect:
Narrative:

Complainant/Driver:

Vehicle # 1:

Vehicle # 1: Insurance:

Damage: Right front

Vehicle # 2:

Owner: Unknown
Insurance: Unknown
Damage: Left rear fender and bumper

Incident: Driver number one states that he was headed N.W. in listed parking lot, attempting to park when the right front of vehicle number one struck the left rear of vehicle number 2. Vehicle number two was parked and unattended, facing N.W.

Complainant (vehicle #1) left a note on vehicle number 2 to contact complainant and MCCC Security reference this incident. R.O. Huff advised complainant to contact MCSD for a police report.

Status: Report made, waiting for owner of vehicle number 2 to contact MCCC Security.
MCCC - Security Incident

Date: 24 Jan 2017  
Time: 08:20 PM  
Reporting Officer: whuff

Subject: Accident  
Location: MCCC Parking Lot 7  
Witness:  
Victim:  
Complainant:  
Suspect:  

Narrative:

This is a supplement report.

R.O. Huff spoke with victim (vehicle #2) in parking Lot 7 concerning this incident.

Victim advised he is the son of owner of vehicle number two. Victim provided the listed information concerning vehicle number two.

Vehicle # 2:  
Owner:  
Insurance:  

R.O. advised Victim to contact MCSD for a police report. Victim did obtain the note left by Complainant (vehicle #1) concerning this incident.

Status: Closed